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Kate is a prosperous plastic surgeon, who like any others, performs God's work. She merely
realizes the unimportance of her profession after dicovering that she has breast cancer, and for
this reason prepares herself for her Lives of Lies death. via this realization, she examines the
same lives of her friends, lovers, acquintances, sufferers and folks she hasn't ever laid eyes on,
figuring out not just her pathetic existance, however the ache of guy sort and America's
purposeless greed. She rediscovers herself as a person she dislikes, as simply one other
faceless individual, with out significance or purpose, not able to offer herself Lives of Lies the
fake that means of lifestyles that she as soon as held.Along together with her self-degrading
thoughts, arises the which means of her love in the direction of a guy that has performed not
Lives of Lies anything yet make her suffer. She has to come back to terms, no longer in basic
terms together Lives of Lies with her new innovations yet with the unfaithfulness of a guy who
hasn't ever loves her, who has merely performed along with her as a toy, giving her no
meaning, courting her collage friends, uncaring of her death. even though she eventually
accepts her strenghts and unfeminine ways, she involves time period with the fact, that although
she has obvious society for what it really is, Lives of Lies and thus, can purely understand life's
fakeness, its rehearsed scenes, the lives humans have created for themselves, riding pricey
cars, loving them as they're going to by no means lover one other human being, she will now
cross on along with her underground existence and comprehend that she will be able to stay a
honest and significant lifestyles that only a few humans can experience.
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